Building Better Trellis Systems for Nova Scotia Orchards

Introduction
Nova Scotia apple growers were using tree support system as early as the 1970’s but on very limited
bases. It was not until the 1990’s when growers began to increase the usage of dwarfing rootstock that
support systems became more common. The early support system used was a wooden stake produced
locally and often were similar to those used for livestock fencing. The usage of pressure treated stakes
began in the 1980’s. These stakes were usually 8 feet in length, 2 to 3 inches in diameter, and were
obtained locally. In the 1990’s as usage increased, pressure treated pencil stakes 8 to 10 feet in length
were brought in from outside of the province. In order to save cost some growers used recycled steel
piping. Trellis systems were an option for tree support but most growers used individual stakes as it was
felt they were the most economical. In the 2000’s growers became aware of the short falls of individual
stakes. The 8 foot stake only provided 6 feet of above ground support, and restricted the height of the
bearing surface. Bending and brakeage of the leader above the stake was a common down fall of this
system.

Fig 1 Pressure treat stake

Fig 3 Steel pipe post

Fig 3 Broken post and tree

Frost heaving of stakes was also an issue, more so on heavy clay soil, which necessitated annual repounding of the stakes into the soil. Over time stake breakage became an issue, particularly with the
pencil stakes that were not made from the core of the tree. A broken stake more often than not resulted
in the tree breaking off at the union. As Nova Scotian growers traveled to other apple growing regions
in the mid to late 1990’s they had the opportunity to see trellis systems being used for high density
plantings. As a result grower’s started setting out new orchards with tree densities greater than 1,482
trees per hectare (600/ac) and supplies to build trellis became locally available. By 2010 the trellis
became the standard method of tree support for new orchard plantings in Nova Scotia. Over the past
fifteen years there has been a progression in the type of trellis built and the materials used. The
progression occurred as a result of short falls in early installations, increased availability of materials and
the reduced cost of trellis materials. Several new planting using a V trellis were set out in the mid 1990’s
however the high construction and labour costs associated with the system resulted in the system being
abandoned. Most growers now use a vertical axe training system using post, wire and some manner of
tree support. The type of end post and inline posts have varied from 4 x 4 pressure treated ties, pressure

treated posts, steel pipe from steam boilers, and steel posts. In line tree support varies from metal
electrical conduit, bamboo poles, 2x2 wooden stakes, wire and wire tree stabilizer. In the beginning

Fig 4 V Trellis

Fig 5 4x4 end post

Fig 6 Steel end post

end posts were placed in the ground using and an auger or backhoe. Most growers now have them
custom installed using an excavator equipped with a hydraulic plate tamper. The most commonly used
tree support has been galvanized electrical conduit 10 feet in length. Bamboo poles have been used
when conduit was not available. Some growers have gone to a 4 plus wire trellis with increasing tree
densities (800 + trees /acre) as it is the most economical system. Anchors for end posts, have varied
from wooden bracing, buried car rims with a rod welded on, or screw in metal anchors.

Fig 7 & 8 Homemade anchor and commercial screw in
anchor
With ageing trees and full crop loads, growers are learning that proper trellis design is critical to with
stand Nova Scotia’s climatic conditions. Some of the earlier trellises have failed during high wind storms
resulting in significant losses to the grower.

Fig 9 & 10 Trellis failure due to crop load &weak end post

A trellis system may have to support trees and crop load for 20 plus years and therefore should be built
to withstand this duration of time. Growers would be better served to over build the trellis rather than
under build it.

Building a Trellis
Building a good trellis system starts with consideration of the orchard design. The cultivar, rootstock,
tree density and finial tree height will determine the strength of the trellis required. A 3 meter cropping
height has the potential to bear more fruit than a 2.5 meter one, therefore more strength is required to
carry the crop load at harvest. Certain cultivars such as Honeycrisp and Northern Spy have weak graft
unions on certain rootstocks. Failure of the support system or even movement of the inline support
often results in tree loss from breakage at the union. The orientation of the rows will influence the
pressure placed on the system. The prevailing winds are from the wests thus rows running north-south
will have more pressure placed on them than those running east-west. Rolling land will have an impact
on the inline posts and wire. Posts at the top of a hill may require additional staples to secure the wires
as the wires are trying to pull down. Thought should be given as how to avoid equipment breaking the
end posts, or wires that run from the anchor to the end post. Leave enough head room to allow for safe
turning of mowers, orchard sprayers, and bin trailers.

Fig 11 Insufficient head land

Fig 12 Anchor and wire protected by post

Components
Soil factors and the proper selection of the following components will impact on the strength and
durability of the trellis.







End post and anchors
In-line post
Tree support post and wires
Wire
Wire tighteners and joiners
Staples

Soil Factors
Soil type varies throughout the orchard and will have an influence on the stability of the trellis. A design
that works well on a clay type soil may not be suitable for a sandy soil type.





Clay soils will have more resistance to uplifting vs a sandy soil.
Dry soils will provide more resistance than wet soils to uplifting.
Irrigation can contribute to uplifting if too much water is applied around the post and/or
anchors.
Placement of posts and anchors in undisturbed soil will provide better anchorage than placing
them in soil that has been worked.

End Post and Anchors



When it comes to strength the type of material used as an end post is not as important as the
method of installation.
Installing the post and anchors to form an equilateral triangle (60° angles at each corner with all
sides of equal length) with end post, wire and ground will provided the most stable form of
anchorage.

Fig 13 & 14 Correct method for installing anchor and end post








When using wooden end posts, pressure treated ones will lessen the risk of breakage from rot.
Posts that are driven into the ground are 50% stronger than those placed in the ground with an
auger or backhoe.
When driving stakes into the ground place the small end into the ground, unless the small end is
significantly smaller than the large end. Conversely when digging a whole with an auger or
backhoe place the large end in the ground.
In most situations the end does not need to be sharpened to drive the post to the desire depth.
Keep in mind that sharpening the post may make the post more prone to rots.
When using screw anchors place them vertically into the ground and not at an angle which will
disturb more soil.
Protect anchor wires to prevent damage or breakage by machinery

In-line Post





When using wood, pressure treated is best as it will reduce the risk of breakage from rot.
The distance between posts should be between 10 and 15 meters (30 to 50 feet). The distance
should be based upon rootstock, height of the tree and crop load at maturity. Closer spacing’s
are required when using dwarf rootstock such as M9 and B9. In this case the trellis supports the
tree and the entire crop load whereas more vigorous provide some support to the system.
Based upon Nova Scotia observation 12 meters would be the average distance. If the orchard is
located on rolling terrain the distance should be shortened to prevent the wire from pulling the
post out of the ground.
Posts driven into the ground will provide more stability.

Tree Support




There are a number of options for tree support, including galvanized electrical conduit(10 feet),
bamboo poles(8 to 10 feet), 3 + wires (number of trellis wire will depend height of the bearing
surface).
Attach trees to support system with plastic tubing or wire clips

Fig 15 Galvanized conduit

Fig 116 Bamboo

Fig 17 Three wires

Wire




Working with high tensile wire is dangerous thus more than one person should be involved with
its installation. Workers need to be equipped with safety glasses and gloves
Use 12.5-gauge galvanized high tensile steel wire.
Use a spinning jenny to uncoil rolls. Tthis will prevent kinks (wire can break at the site of a kink)
and spring of the wire.

Fig 18 Spinney jenny







Install wires on the windward side of the post
Staples should be installed cross grain and not driven all the way home as this will put stress on
the wire and may weaken the wire over time. This will allow for the tightening of wires without
binding.
Lines should be tightened to approximately .20 to .25 ksi (200 to 250 lb psi) to prevent sagging
from crop load.
Two wires at 6 and 8 feet when using conduit or bamboo will provide more strength and
stability than a single wire system

Fig 19 & 20 Two wires vs single wire
Wire Tighteners and Joiners


In line or on-line strainers used the proper handle will allow for wires to be properly tightened
after installation. Tight trellis wire will prevent trees from leaning into the row.

Fig 21 In-line wire
Fig 22 On-line wire
Fig 23 Trees leaning into row
strainer
strainer
 A commercially available “Wire-Vise ™”can be used to anchor the wire to the end post. The
exposed wire on the end of the post can present a safety hazard

Fig 24 Wirevise


Fig 26 Gripe end post anchor no exposed
Fig 25 Loose wire
end
end
Wire can be connected with crimping sleeves however “Gripple®” wire joiners are quicker and
easier to use than crimping sleeves. It is advisible to twist the tag ends of the wire around the
trellis wire in case the “Gripple®” fails in the future.

Fig 27 Gripple®

Fig 28 Gripple® with tag ends rapped

wire
joiner
Staples




Staples should be at least 1 ¾ long and barbed. This length of staple will provide 50% more
resistance than 1 ½ inch staple. These are staples especially made for trellis construction and
are not the same as the ones sold for fencing.
Slash cut point stables will provide better holding capacity than single legged or diamondshaped points

Fig 29 1 ¾ double legged slash cut staple



Where added strength is require use two crossed staples

Fig 30 Crossed staples
Paying attention to the details will allow for a trellis system that will last the life of the orchard. Taking
short cuts could prove to be very costly and time consuming, if not impossible to correct.
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